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Abstract: The paradigms of Spanish offer a particularly rich number of terms to
express spatial, temporal and personal deixis. The subject is not only interesting for
experts of Spanish but for typologists in general. Comparative research on distance-
or person-oriented systems of deictic orientations regularly feeds the discussion
through examples of this Romance Language. In this chapter we summarize the
research on this topic by focusing in particular on demonstratives, spatial and
temporal adverbs, personal and possessive pronouns.
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1 Introduction

When deixis matters, focusing on Spanish is especially interesting as this language
stays with the Latin rooted differentiation between three forms. This is not only true
for the forms of personal deixis – yo : tú : el / nosotros : vosotros : ellos and their
feminine counterparts – but also for spatial and temporal deixis albeit the latter
shows further subdivisions. From a typological point of view the question arises
whether Spanish and its deictic systems reveal to the person-oriented or the dis-
tance-oriented type. Either of them stands for a group of languages which represent
two basic possibilities of conceptualization. While the deictic terms of the first group
refer to the first, second and third person, the second group considers proximity and
distance as relevant. Comparing Spanish with English for example, the strong
preference for space in Spanish is visible in some of the data and its English glosses
below. With the aim to find an idiomatically acceptable correspondence in English
temporal forms are used in several places glossing spatial forms of Spanish thus
showing an alignment with pairs like English timeless corresponding to Spanish sin
fin.

Consistent with these findings, the chapter starts with spatial deixis, goes ahead
with some remarks on temporal deixis and finally personal deixis will be discussed
including forms of address as part of social deixis.

2 Spatial Deixis

We take the contrasts which construct space around the speaker and her/his hearer/s
as basic (see Cassirer 1955/11923–1929). The twofold origo extended between the



participants of conversation determines the EGO&ALTER – HIC – NUNC starting point
for anchoring the speech acts and their references.

Uttering here (sp. aquí), a frontier is set by drawing a line (which may have the
form of a semicircle or an ellipse) thus establishing an inside space. In doing so, the
space referred to by its opposite term there (sp. allí) is constructed as well: the outside
space. Furthermore using the term ahí speakers of Spanish may refer to the place of
the hearer thus cutting the space rooted in the conversational dyad into three parts.
The oppositions may be transferred from space to time as the latter is less accessible
to our perception (cf. section 3 below).

Besides of adverbs, demonstratives play a crucial role in this ongoing interaction.
As has been illustrated by the example of the three adverbs aquí – ahí – allí, the
paradigm of demonstratives este – ese – aquel in Spanish is threefold as well. Both
paradigms are rich compared with other languages. Therefore their study is not only
relevant for those interested in Spanish or in other Romance Languages, but for
linguists focusing on typological features of languages and their convergence in
general and for those interested in language of human kind as such at an universal
level (↗21 Typology; ↗24 Language Change and Language Contact; Coseriu 1962;
1969; Diessel 1999 among others). On the other hand the multi-term paradigms and
their use represent a challenge for learners involved in first or second (or more)
language acquisition processes (see Shum/Conde/Díaz 1989, Geeslin 2013) regardless
of their age or the language contact they experience. In the way they select the terms,
the flavor (and the structure!) of their diatopically, diastratically and diaphasically
marked varieties is shown to their audience. Their characteristic and collectively
shaped use beside of other features gives Gestalt to the different varieties of Spanish
spoken in Europe, in America and elsewhere.

2.1 Demonstratives

Representing a pluricentric view of Spanish as not only the Spanish Academy but also
the twenty-one associated Academies took part in the endeavor, the authors of the
Nueva Gramática de la Lengua Española (=ʻNGLEʼ; RAE 2009, 1269–1335) embed the
description of the demonstratives in an interactive concept of language use (realized
by “los interlocutores” RAE 2009, 1270):

“Los demostrativos son pronombres, determinantes o adverbios que expresan la situación
espacial o temporal de alguien o algo en relación con la que corresponde al hablante o al oyente”
(RAE 2009, 1269).

Demonstratives, e.g. pronouns, determiners or adverbs, anchor the speech act in
space and time. Preceding nouns with the function of determination as for example
este manual ʻthis manualʼ or instead of a noun (compare: pro-nombre) eso ʻthatʼ, the
demonstratives este – ese – aquel and their respective forms (see Table 2 below) recall
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the tripartite division of space mirrored by the adverbs. The forms show concordance
of gender (masc. versus fem.) and of number (sg. versus pl.) with the noun they
determine or refer to:

Table 1: Overview of the system of the demonstrative pronouns of Spanish

Latin HICHIC [+1person] ISTEISTE [+2 person] ILLEILLE [-1/-2 person]

Spanish este ese aquel

Table 2: Inflexion of demonstrative pronouns of Spanish (gender / number)

MASCULINEMASCULINE FFEMININEEMININE NNEUTEREUTER

SSINGULARINGULAR este esta esto

PPLURALLURAL estos estas

SSINGULARINGULAR ese esa eso

PPLURALLURAL esos esas

SSINGULARINGULAR aquel aquella aquello

PPLURALLURAL aquellos aquellas

When used as pronouns in masculine or feminine referring to an earlier mentioned
noun or an entity present in context, Spanish orthography did request until 1959 to
put an accent on the pronoun in order to avoid the risk of confusion with the
homophone determiner:

“[…] estímulo1 y respuesta2 son correlativos, de tal forma que aquél1 guía a ésta2.”
‘Stimulus and answer are correlated in such a way, that the former guides the latter’.

Data 1: RAE-CREA Pinillos, José Luis, Principios de Psicología, Madrid (Alianza) 1975; cf. intro-
spective example on un coche versus una moto by Moliner (1966/1967, 1, 227); repeated in
Bruyne (1993, 175), where the two pronouns appear in the opposite sequence: ésta –
aquél.

The translation into English shows that the use of the demonstratives in Spanish
covers a wide field as it is not only very frequent in spoken but also in written
language use. Where English prefers expressions with a temporal reference, Spanish
conventionalized spatial oppositions to solve the different anaphoric references in the
text. To the earlier mentioned noun English speakers may refer to by the former while
in Spanish aquel ʻthat [distant one]ʼ is used to establish the same reference. Further-
more Spanish also allows that the demonstrative is positioned after the noun thus
foregrounding its spatiotemporal reference leaving the value of determination to the
preceding article, represented by la in the following example (or, less frequent, to a
possessive pronoun; see NGLE 2009, 1302):
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“¡Al fin sirvió para algo la reliquia esta!”
‘Finally, this /that relic ended up to serve some purpose.’

Data 2: Fuentes, Carlos, Cristóbal Nonato,México 1987; example see NGLE 2009, 1303.

It is exactly this language specific property which loads up the weight of deixis
inherent of the Spanish pronouns compared to other languages as for example
English, German or French.

2.1.1 Determination and Spacing

Two basic semantic features define the demonstratives: determination and reference,
realized in form of spacing. Whether the latter is related to person or to distance or to
both will be discussed in the following two paragraphs below. As the example above
shows, pronouns may be positioned after the noun, but usually they precede the
noun, which has to be considered as the unmarked case. The following two sentences
show the force of connotation, often realized in a pejorative sense, which may be
further increased through prosodic means and/or post-positioning of the demonstra-
tive (cf. Vera-Morales 1995, 104):

“¡Cómo puede salir con ese tío!”
‘How can she go out with thatman!’

“¡Cómo puede salir con el tío ese!”
‘How can she go out with that (ugly/terrible)man!’

Keep the semantic values, which are made visible in form of the adjectives in the
English gloss, in mind as they will be discussed in the following! With Eguren (1999,
951) we underline the reinforced deictic value of the demonstrative in the second
sentence due to the independent phonetic realization of the feature of determination
in form of the definite article. This obviously very expressive utterance belongs to a
colloquial variety of spoken Spanish. The marked sequence of the parts forming this
construction is especially appropriate for expressing semantic connotations related
with the three grades of relative distance which, rooted in the deictic center, the
demonstratives regularly evoke: close, medial-distant, distant. In order to select the
second term the speaker has to draw a frontier between her space and the space of her
interlocutor/s (cf. Lavric 2001, vol. 2, footnote 9). This act of distancing herself pre-
cedes and at the same time determines the choice of the medial-distant term esewhich
in this kind of contexts carries the connotation of disgust and reluctance expressing a
stance of depreciation by the speaker (cf. the polemic force of eso, Fernández Ramírez
1951, 251s.; confirmed by the so-called eso polémico, Eguren 1999, 943). The marked
choice of demonstratives and/or of their position is one way to foreground semantic
values. Consider the demonstrative este used instead of ese or aquel which implicates
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a greater extent of involvement by the speaker in the situation (Eguren 1999, 951). This
value is realized by an extension of the space belonging to the first person. It may be
exemplified by the rather unexpected choice of esta in the example taken of one of the
novels of the famous Mexican writer Carlos Fuentes above (see Data 2 and the double
English glossing this/that). The force of spacing of the demonstratives goes without
saying but where do these spaces relate to? Are they person or distance-oriented or
both?

2.1.2 Person-related spacing?

The origin of grammar writing in Europe is built upon the example of Latin grammars
and others of Ancient languages which is especially visible in the first grammar of
Spanish written by Antonio de Nebrija (1492) after having quite successfully edited his
grammar of Latin (1488) several times. Following this pattern the demonstratives were
related to the three persons. This scheme is repeated for example in the grammar of
Alonso (1968, 272) and in school books until nowadays.

Table 3: Traditional person-oriented interpretation (for ex. Alonso 1968)

1st person 2nd person 3rd person

Personal pronouns yo tú él/ella

Possessive pronouns mío tuyo suyo

Demonstrative pronouns este, esta, esto ese, esa, eso aquel, aquella, aquello

This form of representation is common in most of the grammars not only of Spanish
but also of the other Iberoromance Languages (for Catalan see Badia i Margarit 1962;
for Portuguese Cunha/Cintra 11984, 1986) and it looks so natural that there seems to
be no reason to question whether speakers follow this order.

2.1.3 Distance-related spacing?

Questions arise from two unrelated viewpoints. On the one hand comparative linguis-
tics show, as maybe proven by the articles of this manual, that the threefold Latin
system is not inherited by most of the Romance Languages but reduced to two forms.
The same is true for Spanish varieties spoken in some countries of Latin America
(↗10.1 Spanish Varieties of Latin America 1: South America; ↗10.2 Spanish Varieties
of Latin America 2: Mexico and Central America).

On the other hand and maybe more important, the exclusively deductive ap-
proach to grammar has been challenged by an inductive view looking at language use
itself starting with the utterances of the people involved in conversation. The first step
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in this direction leads to a reinterpretation of the three persons with regard to the roles
they play in conversation:

“[…] Spanish has a three-way distinction among demonstrative modifiers: este (near speaker), ese
(near hearer) and aquel (away from both speaker and hearer)” (Croft 1990, 18).

Embedded in a psycholinguistic framework with a focus on the Ego herself, Hotten-
roth draws three concentric circles around the “speaking subject”:

“Of these, the este-aquí region is the innermost circle which contains the ego, or origo of the
‘Zeigfeld’ (Bühler, 1934). As ese and ahí refer to places or entities which are neither within the
speaker’s region, nor as far away as those indexed by aquel and allí, their region begins at the
boundaries of the este-aquí region and constitutes a second circle delimitating the speaker’s
region. The ese-ahí region is in turn delimited by the aquel-allí region” (Hottenroth 1982, 142).

The same scholar already questions the assumption, that the whole body of the
speaker represents the origo of reference.

“For it is not necessarily the speaker’s whole body which is the origo of the ‘Zeigfeld’, but rather
something much smaller which seems to be situated in the speaker’s head and most probably,
from a psychological point of view, between or behind the eyes” (Hottenroth 1982, 143).

The move from reducing the speaker of being the centre of a single-pin puncture of
several circles to an embodied language user with two eyes positioned at one side of
her head opens up the view towards the interlocutor/s. All participants involved in
conversation together determine the dyadic space (Jungbluth 2003) albeit looking at
one another or in the distance from different angles. Instead of reducing the origo to
“something much smaller” belonging to the speaker exclusively, according to prag-
matics (Schlieben-Lange 1975; Levinson 1983 among others) the origo should be taken
as a more extended space belonging to the two or more conversation partners. In
doing so, the two at first sight contradictory approaches, person- and distance-
oriented can be integrated in a dyad-centered one which will be the subject of the
following part.

2.1.4 Space and spaces: person- and distance-oriented uses

When referring to the real space, it depends on the positioning of the speaker and her
hearer(s) whether speakers of Spanish in Europe and more precisely at least in Castile
make their choice between the three demonstratives according to the person- or the
distance-oriented conceptualization. People involved in conversation position them-
selves according to one of the following three constellations: face-to-face, face-to-
back and side-by-side. In face-to-face communication the interlocutors contrast the
inside space (este) towards the outside (aquel). Of course this does not erase the
appearance of the term ese in conversation, but in most occurrences its use is due to
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anaphoric references. Only very few contexts evoke the establishment of a further
space close to the hearer (ese) albeit this space is regularly recognized in face-to-back
positioning (both cases are highlighted in the following chart of decision making).
The turned away position of the hearer with her backside just in front of the speaker
establishes an obvious border towards the hearer’s space. When the reference on this
space has to be expressed, the use of the second term (ese) is required. In positions
where the speaker (S) and her hearer(s) (H) sit or stay side-by-side the distance-
oriented view is chosen and close (este) is opposed to distant (aquel). The three term
paradigm offers the possibility to establish a space in-between at a middle distance
(ese) (Jungbluth forthcoming).

Social practices conventionalize patterns to be used, which prestructure language
use (Hanks 1990). Regardless of their social, namely educational background, native
speakers are familiar with the underlying routines and intuitively make their choice.
These choices may be summarized in the following chart. All possible positions
between speaker and her interlocutor/s have to be interpreted as one out of three
basic constellations which determine the choice of the deictics. The first question to
be answered is the following: Do the interlocutors stay or sit face-to-face?

If the answer is positive, the wide spread unmarked case of communication face-
to-face is going on. Consequently, the person-oriented system is chosen (see 1.1.2):
inside is opposed to outside. The inside space may be subdivided in a speaker and a
hearer side space. However, this differentiation is not regularly done but limited to
very specific contexts. For example data of conversations of dispute or quarrel provide
evidence for such kind of separation as there is a need of fencing.

If the answer is negative, the second often found constellation may be on stage:
the participants involved stay or sit side-by-side. They may regard something in the
distance or concentrate their focus on objects in front of them. Their angles are close
to one another looking in one and the same direction. Building on this shared view a
near and a distant space in opposition to one another and a space at a middle distance
may be established. Instead of the former person-oriented conceptualization a dis-
tance-oriented one is interactively constructed (↗30 Discourse Deixis).

If neither face-to-face nor side-by-side constellation is applicable, face-to-back
positioning of the interlocutors is the third possibility, which has to be considered as
the marked case. This constellation is typically found in situations of instruction and
alike where usually the teacher is staying behind her student. Regularly (guided)
action and language use is intertwined in these communications. Once again the
angles of the involved partners are looking in the same direction, but the turned
away positioning of the partners involved in conversation form a sharp contrast
between the spaces of the two or more interlocutors. Once again a person-oriented
conceptualization is applied where the speaker side space is opposed to the hearer
side one.
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Figure 1: Process chart of decision making to select demonstratives in Spanish: janus-faced distance-
and person-oriented system.1

The way to understand the process of decision making behind the choice of the
demonstratives seems to be universal and not restricted to Spanish. As the two earlier
proposals are integrated in this dyad-oriented system all possible contexts are re-
garded. The rules behind the use and the different descriptions of grammar known so
far lead to the same picture of the grammar. This example of deixis strengthens the
view that inductive and deductive approaches (Jensen 2008) should converge and
reveal structures which are performed by native and advanced second language
speakers alike.

We now turn to spatial adverbs which form two and three term paradigms in the
Spanish spoken in Europe. However, the five adverbs of them show other kind of
combinations in Spanishes spoken in Latin America (↗10.1 Spanish Varieties of Latin
America 1: South America; ↗10.2 Spanish Varieties of Latin America 2: Mexico and
Central America).

2.2 Spatial adverbs

As has been said above, the paradigm of adverbs in Spanish is comparatively rich as
not only spaces are put in contrast to one another but also their extension plays a role,
namely in contexts involving movement. This holds for the main contrast between
here and there which is doubled up by two terms each. The adverbs aquí ‘here’ : allí
‘there’ reveal a more precise meaning, roughly putting places conceptualized as fixed

1 Spaces marked in grey visualize the possible use of hearer related deictics. The inside space is
usually not divided, but this may be changed driven by context.
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point locations and the distance between them in opposition to one another, whereas
acá ‘here [around]’: allá ‘[in that region] there’ foreground the extension of spaces.
Consequently, motion verbs are combined with the latter as are forms which express
graduation, which may be observed in the following data on the one hand:

“El peligro de caerse no está sólo en los alcorques en sí, sino también en la desidia o poquísimo
cuidado o interés profesional de los conductores de los autobuses, quienes paran con la puerta
de entrada de su vehículo justamente delante de tales alcorques […], cuando, si parasen un metro
más acá omás allá, lo evitaría”.
‘The danger to fall down is not only found in the hollows themselves, but in the little attention of
the bus drivers who stop with their front door just above those hollows while if they would stop a
meter earlier [lit.: more towards here] or later [lit.: more towards there] it [the danger] would be
avoidable’.

Data 3: RAE-CREA La Vanguardia, 02/07/1995, CARTAS DE LOS LECTORES.

On the other hand this fact is discussed in the literature, where the so-called rest-
motion rule refers to fixed points in the space with the first term and on movements
with the latter:

“The influence of frequently occurring frases hechas involving venir with acá and irwith allá plus
Classical Latin usage may well have produced the rest-motion rule found in the grammars of
Salvá, Bello, and Ramsey. And the prestige of these grammars (with Ramsey the most direct
source) coupled with the dogmatic presentation of rules occasioned by the need for conciseness
in school grammars, have perpetuated the rest-motion rule for the adverbs in í and á, a rule which
evidently is still with us” (Sacks 1954, 266).

“Those who have abandoned or who never accepted this generalization [rest – motion-rule] are
usually inclined to offer the formulation that acá and allá are vaguer and more indefinite than
aquí and allí, respectively” (Sacks 1954, 263).

The adverbs ending in –í and focusing on spots, form a three term paradigm: aquí :
ahí : allí. The space in between denominated by ahí does not have a counterpart in the
other paradigm. This asymmetry may be explicable by the fact “that this space is
covered by acá and allá” respectively as observed by Bruyne (1993, 263).

It should be mentioned that several varieties of Spanish, namely in Latin America
(↗10.1 Spanish Varieties of Latin America 1: South America; ↗10.2 Spanish Varieties
of Latin America 2: Mexico and Central America; ↗26 Encoding Deictic Relations in
Mesoamerican Languages), have generalized the use of acá and allá and that ahí is
used in contexts where speakers of European Spanish are expected to choose allí. This
finding reveals that the distinction between the two paradigms is not maintained in
all varieties (“las diferencias […] son escurridizas” NGLE, RAE 2009 (I), 1314 ‘the
differences are blurred’). As often may be observed in matters of deixis, a lot of new
combinations and oppositions are getting conventionalized which give a unique
Gestalt to the respective variety. Some of the data reflecting these uses is discussed in
the grammar of the academies.
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3 Temporal Deixis

In general the “spatial language of time” (Moore 2014), which is used by mankind in a
lot of unrelated languages and maybe in all of them, reveals that our perception of
time is far more uncertain than that of space. One way to conceptualize this invisible
domain is the transfer of spatial concepts. Even when the temporal adverbs are not in
the same way organized as the spatial ones, there is found an analogy between aquí
(or in Latin American Spanish acá) and the adverb ahora ‘now’ which may be
paraphrased by ‘in this time’ as suggested by the authors of the NGLE (1, 2009, 1321;
the same holds for hoy ‘today’). The varying extension in time and the need to be more
precise is shown by the combination of two words forming the syntagma ahora mismo
‘in this very moment’ used in European Spanish while in most of the Latin American
varieties the same is expressed by adding the diminutive suffix to the root: ahorita.
The oppositions representing the flow of time day after day are found on both sides:
ayer ‘yesterday’ : hoy ‘today’ :mañana ‘tomorrow’.

Anteriority may be expressed by the autonomous adverb antes and prefix ante
‘before’. Once again there are lexemes and syntagmas which alternate to denote two
days before today: anteayer / antes de ayer whereas to the uncertain future one may
refer to by de hoy en dos dias ‘two days after today’ and its variants following the
pattern of “de {hoy ~ mañana} en +” completed by a nominal group of a temporal
quantifier (cf. NGLE 1, 2009, 1322). As these examples show there is no symmetric
counterpart to express posteriority as the prefix post- ‘after’ is not autonomously
used: postmeridiano ‘p.m.’ and people prefer to call this span of the day simply
tarde ‘afternoon’. The former sounds quite sophisticated and the search in the huge
Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual (CREA: Real Academia Española) leads to
one example only.

As part of nominal phrases including a time reference, este año ‘this year’ : ese día
‘that day’ : aquellos tiempos ‘those times’, demonstrative pronouns point on the time
line to the present or based on their inherent spatial meaning to the closer or more
distant past or future. Whether it is really true that the two directions are symmetri-
cally mirrored as Bruyne claims (1993, 175), is still an open question (cf. Jungbluth
2005, 87). Data representing the use of aquel to refer to the far away future, e.g. when
the oil stocks will be used up, is rare and not robust across speakers.

Evidence for the aforementioned spatial language of time is once again provided
when comparing Latin American varieties of Spanish with European Spanish.

“Ahí empezó a tranformarse la ciudad”
‘[lit.: there]in that time/then the city started to transform itself’.

Data 4: RAE-CREA spoken language of Venezuela (cf. NGLE 1, 2009, 1323).

Where speakers of European Spanish are expected to use the temporal adverb en-
tonces to express the connection of posteriority with reference to the previous proposi-
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tion, speakers of Venezuelan Spanish as a lot of other Latin American people leave the
temporal aspect implicit. They use the spatial adverb ahí instead.

The readers interested in other temporal adverbs, adverbs of manner, the verb system
and its distinctions with regard to temporal oppositions, some of them grammatica-
lized, and verbs of movement may find further information in the following sources:
NGLE (2009); Bosque/Demonte (1999), Bruyne (2002, 11993).

4 Personal Deixis

Focusing on personal deictic elements, it can be said that those are the ones referring
to the participants in the enunciative act; in other words, personal pronouns, posses-
sives and personal endings of verbal conjugation, the latter will not be treated here.
Demonstrative pronouns also have to be considered, in expressions such as este
conferenciante que se dirige a ustedes ‘this speaker talking to you’. Personal pronouns
not only may be used to refer to the person they semantically belong to, but they may
be used generically (Kluge 2010; 2011) and in certain pragmatically marked contexts
they may refer to another participant of discourse. Consider for example the following
interior monologue where the second person is used with reference to oneself:

“Carlos tomó aire e intentó tranquilizarse: ‘Te vas a volver loco como sigas dándole vueltas’, se
dijo”.
‘Carlos took a deep breath and tried to calm down: ‘you are going to drive yourself crazy if you
continue thinking about it’, he told himself.’

More examples will be given in the section on Social Deixis below. But first we will
focus on the basic features of personal and possessive pronouns.

4.1 Personal Pronouns

In Spanish, deictic personal signs are organized regarding three categories: those
referring to the speaker (yo; first person), those referring to the hearer (tú, vos; second
person), and, in the third place, those that do not refer to any of those.

“En realidad, el uso exclusivamente deíctico es propio solo de los pronombres de primera y
segunda personas del singular; los de plural pueden establecer, en ciertos contextos, relaciones
de correferencia con sintagmas nominales” (Fernández Soriano 1999, 1214).

Fernández emphasizes that the forms of personal pronouns in plural are not necessa-
rily used a deictics as they are able to establish relations of coreference with nominal
syntagmas (cf. as well García Fernández 2009). In this sense, third person pronouns
play a characteristic role in both anaphoric and cataphoric relations: Carmen vino a
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despedirse. Ella se marcha mañana, su hermana se queda unos días más ‘Carmen came
to say farewell. She is leaving tomorrow, her sister will stay a few more days’. Also, in
everyday language we can use a third person pronoun to express irony or surprise,
while in fact our interlocutor is next to us. For example, if someone shows up with an
unexpected present, we can say ¡Pero qué amable es ella! ‘How nice is she!’ or ‘Isn’t
she nice?!’ instead of ¡Pero qué amable eres! ‘You are so nice!’ or ‘How nice of you!’.

Personal pronouns indicate the participants in a discourse, regardless who they
are. As written before, differently from the third person, both first and second person
are characterized by taking part in the verbal act. Also, verbal conjugation has
personal signs belonging to the subject, even if it is elliptic due to pro-drop properties
of Spanish: llegaron ayer ‘[They] arrived yesterday’. Nevertheless, under some circum-
stances the number used in the verb does not coincide with the subject. This happens,
for example, in the so called “modesty plural”, which is frequently used in academic
papers, where we read the following phrase, even if written by just one person: En este
trabajo pretendemos mostrar… ‘our aim in this paper is showing…’.

On the other hand, the pronouns nosotros : vosotros : ustedes ‘we : you (plural,
familiar) : you (plural: distant)’ and their correspondent feminine and unstressed
forms do not always distinguish the grammatical nature corresponding to the persons
referred to. For example, nosotros ‘we’ may refer to two or more speakers (inclusive
we), or to someone speaking, and those who that person represents (exclusive we),
but also to the speaker and the one(s) listening. The latter is sometimes called
associative plural when the pronoun nosotros (or nosotras ‘we: only women’) includes
his respectively her listener(s).

4.2 Social Deixis

Addressing forms are the pronominal variants (tú, vos, usted, os, le, te, etc.) chosen to
address someone, depending on the existing relationship among the speaker and the
addressee. In this sense, Vigara explains:

“la deixis no sólo proporciona información ‘objetiva’ al mensaje, sino que contribuye a hacerlo
‘informativo’ en otras dimensiones (particularmente en la afectiva) y además relevante” (Vigara
Tauste 1996, 260s.).

Nominal groups used to refer to someone are also to be considered among addressing
forms, both if they are generic forms showing politeness or respect (señora García,
doña Almudena, etc.) and also if they change depending of their hierarchy, social
position or rank, honours (su excelencia, su ilustrísima), etc.

“[E]n español se usa el pronombre de cortesía que puede utilizarse junto con otras referencias de
carácter esencialmente vocativo, formando construcciones en las que el pleonasmo queda
justificado para ensalzar la figura del destinatario y minimizar la del hablante” (Pérez García
2005, 247).
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Examples of such use, in which the speaker increases the image of the hearer(s) and
diminishes his/her own would appear in sentences such as tengo el honor de dirigirme
a ustedes para comunicarles… ‘it is my pleasure to address you in order to tell [you]’.

Choosing a specific pronominal form will be influenced by aspects such as
familiarity, distance or solidarity among them (cf. Blas Arroyo 1994; 1994–1995). The
communicative context in which the interaction takes place is also relevant (for
example, in a business context, two people occupying different positions in a hier-
archy, but working closely every day, may use tú in that context, but they may also
use usted if they meet in a formal situation with other interlocutors they have never
previously met). The use of deictics is also relevant when interactions take part in
political contexts or, in a wider sense, in situations when an ideological discourse is
driven (cf. Hernández–Flores 2013).

Therefore, depending of all those aspects that will determine the context, there
are situations of symmetric treatment (both interlocutors use tú, or vos – in the
geographical areas in which vos is used – or usted, ↗10.1 Spanish Varieties of Latin
America 1: South America; ↗10.2 Spanish Varieties of Latin America 2: Mexico and
Central America), and situations of asymmetric treatment (one of the interlocutors
uses tú to address the other person, while the counterpart uses usted). As explained in
the Nueva Gramática de la Lengua Española (16.15i to 16.15ñ), the conditions for using
the pronouns may vary depending on the interlocutors (cf. as well Fontanella de
Weinberg 1999). For example, tú (or vos, in the geographic areas in which this form is
present) is the common form chosen by young people, as well as close family,
classmates and colleagues. But there is not a homogeneous trend in the use of tú/vos
or usted in the relationships among doctors and patients, or among students and
teachers, and in some situations the use of tú instead of usted might be offensive.
Similarly, in Spain, the use of tú with unknown interlocutors is more frequent in the
Basque Country than in other areas, while in some areas of the Northeast of Argentina
the alternative use of tú/usted is more related to geographical criteria than to social
ones. It is also noteworthy that there are places in which three forms alternate
(Argentina, Uruguay, Chile, almost all countries in Central America, being specially
relevant the case of El Salvador; also some areas in Colombia). In those places the
pronoun tú is used as an intermediate position between vos (the solidarity and
closeness form) and usted (thus showing respect; albeit in Colombia the form usted is
also used among close friends and members of the family, for example).

Regarding the pronoun of second person plural (vosotros/vosotras), this is the
common form used in Spain for informal, familiarity and closeness situations, but in
western Andalucía the form ustedes, in the same contexts, is also frequently used.
This is to say, while in Valladolid or León, for example, cities in the western center/
north of Spain, the question would always be ¿Venís esta tarde a tomar un café a casa?
‘Do you come this afternoon to have a coffee with me [lit. at home]?’, that same
question in western Andalucía could be ¿Vienen [ustedes] esta tarde a tomar un café a
casa?, being the degree of familiarity, friendship, etc. exactly the same in both
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situations. In the Spanish-speaking America ustedes is the most common form for the
second person plural, with no distinction regarding higher or lower degrees of
formality in the interaction. In Spain, the form is also used in the Canary Islands,
although in the western islands (La Palma, El Hierro y La Gomera) vosotros is
generally preferred to ustedes (or both forms are used) in contexts in which familiarity
is predominant. The use of usted is frequent – both in Spain and America – to address
parents-in-law, although in Spain this practice is decreasing in younger generations.
Finally, following Fernández (1999) the pronoun usted has different characteristics of
the non-formal tú/vosotros, since usted (second person) does not coincide in its
appearance with the corresponding verb form (always in the third person):

“el pronombre usted(es) se nos muestra […] con particularidades bien distintas de las que
presentan los correspondientes no formales, tú/vosotros. La razón de este comportamiento es
que este pronombre de segunda persona (cortés) no coincide en sus rasgos con la flexión verbal
asociada, siempre de tercera. No siempre es posible, pues, recuperar su contenido, si es elíptico,
a través de la desinencia de persona, como ocurre con el resto de los pronombres de sujeto”
(Fernández Soriano 1999, 1234).

Furthermore, politeness and facework also play a role in other expressions used as
substitutes of yo ‘I’, such as servidor ‘servant’, that has a connotation of modesty
compared to “yo”. For example in a dialogue as “¿Quién trajo estas flores?” “Servi-
dora” ‘Who brought the flowers?’ ‘Servant’ and also “quien les habla” ‘the one talking
to you’ or at a book presentation, when the author, to refer to himself – or herself –,
says “quien les habla se inspiró en…” ‘the one talking to you was inspired by…’. In a
similar way the indefinite uno/una ‘one’ may be used in expressions such as “¿Pero
quién te ha dicho eso?” “Bueno, una, que se informa” ‘Who told you that?’ ‘Well, one
who looks for information’ or nominal groups “A esta profesora le parece…” = “A mí
me parece…” / ‘This teacher thinks that… = I think that…’.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning a use of the associative plural related to politeness
or tenderness. For example, when we are talking to a young child, we could say muy
bien, veo que vamos aprendiendo a abrocharnos los botones ‘very well, I can see we are
learning to do our buttons’. In this sentence in fact the speaker is not included. On the
other hand, readers may be included in a written text when the author uses we instead
of I: En este apartado, tras exponer las fórmulas de cortesía, nos hemos centrado en…
‘in this section, after explaining politeness expressions, we have focused in…’.

4.3 Possessive Pronouns

Finally, a brief reference to possessives as deictic elements ought to be done, since
these, together with personal pronouns, constitute the only manifestation of personal
indicators, apart from verbal conjugation (cf. NGLE, 18.1e &f). As it happens with
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personal pronouns, the first and second person forms of possessives are truly deictic,
while those of third person are deictic only in an indirect way.

Regarding our purposes, it is interesting to recall the amphibology shown by the
possessives su and suyo, since they may mean de él ‘his’, de ella ‘her’, de ellos ‘their/of
them [masc.]’, de ellas ‘their/of them [fem.]’ de usted ‘of you [sing./polite]’ and de
ustedes ‘of you [plural/polite]’. On the other hand, as explained before, the possessive
nuestro (with its variants of genre and number) may refer to a single subject in
modesty plural (and also in majestic plural). It is also worth to remember the use of
possessives tu and tus with a general effect, in the same way that personal pronouns
tú, te and ti show it. This is to say, a sentence as no por preocuparte mucho vas a
conseguir nada ‘that you worry about it won’t solve it’ does not necessarily need to be
addressed to our interlocutor; rather on the contrary, it may well be a “general
reflection”. Similarly, a sentence as incluso cuando cuentas a los demás tus logros,
conviene mantener la humildad ‘even when you are telling others your success is
advisable to keep humble’may be understood with that generalizing effect.
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